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DEREK BEALES, Joseph II, ii. Against the World, 1780–1790 (Cam -
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009), xx + 733 pp. ISBN 978 0
521 32488 5. £80.00. $160.00

‘Never write a second volume!’ With this warning from an earlier
academic teacher echoing in his ear, the present reviewer (along with
many other colleagues) has been anticipating, with a mixture of
expectation and impatience, the continuation of Derek Beales’s polit-
ical biography of Joseph II.1 After the masterly first volume, the sec-
ond turns to this contradictory personality’s period of sole rule from
1780 to 1790.

Derek Beales, Professor Emeritus of Modern History at the
University of Cambridge and a Fellow of Sidney Sussex College and
the British Academy, has made good use of the more than twenty
years since the first volume was published, and not only in putting
together, in the continuation volume now published, a complete
panorama of the foreign and domestic policy of the greatest reform-
ing Habsburg ruler. The fruits of his labours in the 1990s are a num-
ber of individual studies, some meticulously balanced, others richly
steeped in the sources,2 and a major study of the culture of European
monasteries in the eighteenth century,3 which places a well-known
aspect of Joseph’s reforming policy into a comparative European
context.

The volume under review here, dealing with the brief decade in
which Joseph ruled the Habsburg monarchy alone between the death
of his mother Maria Theresa on 29 November 1780 and his own death
on 20 February 1790, is aptly subtitled Against the World. This casts
light on both the good and the less good aspects of the character and
political views of this lonely, ambitious ruler who made extreme
demands on himself and others. These traits include ‘self-dramatisa-
tion’ (p. 40), seeing himself as a Sisyphean martyr, and, in the later
years of his rule, growing self-pity and a certain control fetishism (‘no

1 Derek Beales, Joseph II, i. In the Shadow of Maria Theresa, 1741–1780 (Cam -
bridge, 1987; paperback edn. 2008).
2 Many of these are collected in Derek Beales, Enlightenment and Reform in
Eighteenth-century Europe (London, 2005).
3 Derek Beales, Prosperity and Plunder: European Catholic Monasteries in the Age
of Revolution, 1650–1815 (Cambridge, 2003).
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one better deserves to be called a control freak’, p. 337). In personal
dealings with high officials and his brothers and sisters, Joseph could
be deliberately hurtful, yet in Vienna and on his travels, he was, in
principle, available to every one of his subjects, accepting many peti-
tions. Fanatical in his readiness to sacrifice himself for the state and
sincerely convinced that he was the best judge of the general good
and that he had to do everything himself (letters he wrote to his
brother Peter Leopold in 1787–8 are full of passages illustrating this,
also, unfortunately, in respect of his role as a military commander),
he listened to advice, but insisted on his right to decide everything at
his own discretion.

Joseph’s view of the state as a machine whose regulating mecha-
nisms should be constructed as uniformly as possible for the whole
monarchy testifies both to his optimistic, Enlightened ambition and
to a fundamental misunderstanding of the realities of a composite
state like the Habsburg monarchy. The result was that people of such
different temperaments as Leopold II and Metternich strongly criti-
cized Joseph’s course of centralization. The stubborn self-confidence
with which the absolutist Joseph resisted any claims for participa-
tion, either by the old Estates or in a modern democratic sense, is well
documented in his dogmatic statement to the Estates of Brabant: ‘I do
not need your consent for doing good’ (p. 605). This was written
exactly eleven days before the Third Estate, in a revolutionary act, de -
clared itself the French National Assembly in Versailles on 17 June
1789.

Beales organizes his material in chapters alternating between
chronological narrative (especially for the first and last years of
Joseph’s reign) and more issue-related analysis. Church and religious
policy forms one focal point which, accounting for more than 160
pages, stands out on the contents page; foreign policy agendas and
Joseph’s six extended journeys through the monarchy and to Russia
and Italy (map on pp. 134–5) are also given special consideration.

Joseph’s love of music and great interest in the theatre emerge in
a separate chapter which is broadly and expertly worked out, and
also deals with the emperor’s daily routine in Vienna. Joseph had an
enormous personal stake in the first performance of Mozart’s
Marriage of Figaro in 1786. In the following year, he appointed the
composer Kammermusicus with an annual salary of 800 florins, and in
1789 probably commissioned Così fan tutte.
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Beales’s account of Joseph’s harsh domestic policy in the last year
of his reign, when he was already ill, climaxes in the tax and serfdom
patent of 10 February 1789. This would have imposed a uniform pay-
ment on peasants for the discharge of taxes to the ruler and dues to
the landowner, and the income of the aristocracy would have been
drastically reduced. Finally, however, all that remained was the for-
mal resignation. Just over three weeks before his death, on 28 January
1790, Joseph revoked all his reforms for Hungary with three signifi-
cant exceptions: toleration, the establishment of new parishes, and
the abolition of serfdom.

Beales’s book covers the whole of the monarchy; his work draws
on a wide range of sources (many in archives) and literature in Italian
(the Italian ottocento was a focus of earlier research), German, and
Hungarian. Many footnotes, especially at the beginnings of chapters,
contain useful bibliographical essays. A few passages are not quite
up to date with the most recent (German-language) research, for
example, on the Tyrol, and on Joseph’s role as Holy Roman Emperor,
where Volker Press’s work is missed. In addition to maps and illus-
trations, the book contains a number of informative tables on admin-
istrative and financial history; Beales does not fail to acknowledge
Peter Dickson’s fundamental research in this area. Among the older
literature that Beales repeatedly draws upon is, justifiably, Paul von
Mitrofanov’s comprehensive biography of the emperor, first pub-
lished in Russian in 1907.

When summing up the situation of the monarchy in 1790, the
year of Joseph’s death, Beales emphasizes the crucial role for foreign
policy of the 1781 alliance with Russia. In domestic policy, Beales
stresses Joseph’s attempts to establish a ‘new Catholicism’ (p. 649)
and the significance of his policy of religious toleration (unique in
Europe in the case of the Jews). Josephinian ecclesiastical policy,
which tried to place pastoral care on a secure footing by building up
a network of new parishes, but ultimately also allowed the large
monasteries and their cultural achievements to survive, receives a
surprisingly positive assessment, as do preparations for a systemat-
ic re-codification of civil law. The attempt to break up the aristocra-
cy’s position as landowners with legal jurisdiction over the inhabi-
tants of their estates, however, and Joseph’s ambitious plans to cen-
tralize the monarchy are judged to have had no chance of success.
Nor, Beales suggests, must we overlook the fact that Joseph had a
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decidedly militaristic bent, paying (far) too much for an (ill-led)
army.

The conclusion, at fifty pages almost book-length, takes a sober
and differentiated approach and will certainly remain the best piece
of research literature on the Habsburg ruler for a long time. In it,
Beales addresses a number of simple but fundamental questions and,
in the best pragmatic traditions of British historiography, provides
clear and plausible answers. Was Joseph despotic? Pretty much. Was
Joseph Enlightened? Undoubtedly. Was Joseph a revolutionary? He
had some features of a revolutionary about him. What were the long-
term consequences of Joseph’s rule? The significance of the Joseph -
inian tradition of officialdom for the nineteenth century has long
been well known. In Austria, a discussion is taking place at present
about whether the ‘fundamental bureaucratization’ of Josephism
(Waltraud Heindl) and a ‘state piety’ imposed from above (Ernst
Hanisch) are still formative influences on the country today. With
grateful respect we must acknowledge that the second volume of
Derek Beales’s opus permagnum has placed our knowledge of the his-
tory of central Europe in the pre-revolutionary decade 1780–90 on a
new, much more secure basis both in terms of these fundamental
questions and many illustrative details.
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